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Data extraction and
curation
Access and manipulate
CDD Vault database
through RESTful-based
API.

Molecule featurization
2D: Extended Connectivity
Fingerprint (ECFP) or RDKit
descriptors
3D: Conformer
generation1,2 followed by
ElectroShape 5D3

Model selection

Model building and validation

Model interpretation

Randomized search of 50
hyperparameter combinations for 4
model types. 5 fold cross-validation on
75% of data, tested on remaining 25%.

Build ensemble of 25 models using 5-fold crossvalidation on entire dataset, repeated 5 times.

SHAP (SHapley
Additive
exPlanations)4
values calculated
using shap Python
package.

Validate ensemble using predictions on excluded
training set compounds for each model.

Track best combinations of descriptors
and models for each task using mlflow
Python package.

Visualization

Prediction comparison table

Interactive interconnected subplots
created using Bokeh.

Displays predictions of several
endpoints from chosen model using
different descriptors.
Colour-coding allows fast visual
identification of molecules with
optimal predicted properties, and
potential discrepancies between
models generated using different
features.

Dropdowns
Task, model type and model
descriptors selection.

Extra columns can be included for
measured values, to allow
assessment of model quality.

Flexible selection of training and
prediction sets to see evolution of
models over time.

Molecule decision plot
Shows features with greatest impact
on predictions for a single molecule.
Each line corresponds to a different
model of the ensemble (in this case
5, because this molecule was used
to train the other 20 models)

Predictions vs. True
Scatterplot displays predictions for
all molecules with measured values,
coloured by selected descriptor.
Error bars show standard deviation
of ensemble predictions.

SMILES Input

ODD-0001013 has best combination of predicted
endpoints, but models differ over E. coli active probability

SMILES input

Summary plot

Dependence/interaction plot (fr_ChiralS_S)

New SMILES can be input
individually for quick idea
evaluation.

Microsome
stability
prediction for
ODD-0001286 is
high. All 5
models and all
features point
towards this.

Summary plot
Displays 20 most important
predictive features across the
whole dataset – x-axis is feature
contribution to prediction, colour
represents feature value.
Presence of the ChiralS_S custom
feature leads to a negative
contribution to the prediction, while
higher ES13 is more likely to
increase the prediction value.
.
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Decision plot

High fr_ChiralS_S value
corresponds to negative
prediction contribution, but
effect magnified if ES7 high

Molecule display
Shows fingerprint bit-setting
features where appropriate.

Dependence/interaction plot
Detailed distribution of SHAP
contributions of selected feature to
predictions for all molecules,
coloured by chosen interaction
feature.
Default interaction feature is
feature showing greatest spread of
SHAP values at given dependence
feature value, but can be changed
to identify correlated features as
well as interacting features.

